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VISION 
Successful business creating a vibrant 
Greater Bendigo 
Be.Bendigo drives connections, developing 
leadership and business capacity for a stronger 
community and more prosperous local economy. 

PURPOSE 
Supporting Greater Bendigo businesses to be 
prosperous, sustainable and innovative. 
Values 

Trustworthy – Innovative - Passionate 
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CHAIR 
REPORT 
Marika McMahon 
A Chair’s part of an annual report is often odd to write, and read, 
given that it is a reflection on a financial year that ended a few 
months ago. That is particularly the situation this year when the 
impacts of the Covid19 pandemic makes it feel like the earlier 
part of 2019/20 was much more than 16 months ago. 

2019/20 really was a year of 2 parts, pre Covid and Covid. 

The Board and staff of Be.Bendigo commenced 2019/20 with a 
commitment to making the purpose and role of Be.Bendigo clear. 
Our vision is for successful business creating a vibrant Greater 
Bendigo and over the first 3 quarters of 2019/20 Be.Bendigo a 
jam-packed schedule of events was aimed very specifically at 
encouraging and showcasing successful business.  Whether it be 
our after 5 program, leadership program, the Business 
Excellence Awards or lots of other things Be.Bendigo did there 
were plenty of opportunities to experience or be inspired about 
business in Bendigo.  

Then from about February, we could see a massive impact 
coming for business with Covid19 and suddenly the role and 
focus of Be.Bendigo changed dramatically.  Our priorities have 
always been to Engage, Collaborate and Advocate which saw us 
well placed to support Bendigo businesses as they were 
impacted by unprecedented  

change and demands. Be.Bendigo was able to provide practical 
and hands on support to business – whether that be just a 
friendly ear to listen or providing information and links to 
supports.  Be.Bendigo was also able to liaise with the City of 
Greater Bendigo and the Victorian Government to make sure the 
needs of Bendigo businesses were understood in such 
challenging times. 

Throughout the year, it was exciting to see Be.Bendigo delivering 
the Grow program, a Victorian State Government initiative that 
we are delivering with the aim of increasing the local spend of 
businesses in our region to create more jobs locally.   

There is no doubt that 2019/20 was a different year, but I believe 
it was one that saw the need and value of Be.Bendigo more than 
demonstrated. 

None of this would have been possible without the hardworking 
team of Be.Bendigo led by Dennis Bice, supported by my co-
directors and all made possible by our partners and members.  
Thank you to each and every one of you who have played your 
part in contributing to 
Be.Bendigo and a vibrant, prosperous Bendigo.   
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CEO  
REPORT 
Dennis Bice 
To say it has been a challenging 12 months would no doubt be 
an understatement.  Who would have thought heading into 
2019-2020 financial year that we and the business community 
would be challenged in the way we have because of the COVID 
19 pandemic.  

The financial year certainly started off with a positive outlook with 
events scheduled, program dates committed to and of course our 
2020 Be.Bendigo Bendigo Bank Business Excellence awards 
well and truly in the planning. With increased partnership support, 
both financially and in kind as well as an optimism that increased 
the level of excitement for our major event for the year.  
Unfortunately, it was not to be, as we had to make the difficult 
decision in conjunction with our stakeholders and partners to 
postpone the 2020 Business Excellence Awards event.  While 
not the result we had planned for, it was agreed that to do the 
awards and the business community justice postponing the event 
to 2021 was the only realistic outcome. 

The impact of COVID 19 certainly required the ability to be 
flexible, adaptable and think differently in how we delivered 
support for our business community and in an unprecedented 
time.  I am pleased to say that the 
Be.Bendigo business has stood and weathered the storm 

both from a financial and operational perspective, with a guiding 
principle of supporting our local business community. 

Partnering with the City of Greater Bendigo we were able to 
deliver a series of webinars and zoom sessions, to provide 
information and support to the business community, participated 
and supported Bendigo Food Share with Cafes for COVID 
program along with Bendigo’s Biggest Take Away. Supported 
Bendigo Health contact tracing team with access to a data base 
of afterhours contacts for business in the region and support for 
City of Greater Bendigo’s “Love Your Local” program and 
provided a central contact point for business who required 
information and support.  

Our team contacted over 200 businesses by phone to check in 
and see how they were going or if they needed assistance and 
maintained a constant update on COVID 19 government support 
and health information.  Be.Bendigo continued to engage with all 
levels of government holding sessions  with both State and 
Federal MP’s with partners and members along with key 
stakeholders. 
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Be.Bendigo continued to run events, albeit by zoom, a new way 
of delivering our keynote and After 5 events.  We have received 
terrific responses to our events throughout this difficult time 
opening them up to members and non-members in response to 
the challenges of COVID 19.  The Economic State of the Market 
Breakfast again proved very popular, the last event we were able 
to run in a normal environment.  A series of Mental Health and 
Wellbeing events continue to run along with our key Leadership 
event with Major General Natasha Fox from the Australian 
Defence Force as our guest.  Our Leadership program has been 
deferred until February 2021, but the Mentor program will 
commence in November 2020. 

The GROW (Growing Regional Opportunities for Work) Bendigo 
program continued despite some challenges, but I am pleased to 
say the GROW Hub has been delivered and our GROW 
signatories and action plans continue to be rolled out. 

This year we also launched the Localised Central Victoria 
program which aims to connect businesses locally and provide 
them with a digital platform to promote, engage and drive more 
local opportunities for business.  Now more than ever local has 
become extremely important. 

I am pleased to announce that Sharon Good has taken over the 
Marketing & Communications role and Petra McLoughlin 
commenced earlier in the year as the GROW Bendigo Project 
Manager.  Zahli Drummond who commenced in a school-based 
traineeship under the Head Start program last October will join 
the Be.Bendigo team ina full-time office administration role.  Zahli 
has been a great story since commencing the traineeship and 
was recognised as the Integrity Business College trainee of the 
month recently.  To all the Be.Bendigo team who have worked 
through some difficult challenges this year I thank you for your 
contribution and support. I would also like to thank Pauline 
Slavin and Bronte Deary for their contribution to Be.Bendigo over 
the last 12 months and wish them well in their new careers.  

Finally, I would like to thank all our partners, stakeholders, and 
members for their ongoing support to Be.Bendigo allowing us to 
deliver a range of programs and events to support their 
endeavours in the business world.  Special thanks to our Board 
who have continually supported the Be.Bendigo Team in all our 
endeavours throughout a challenging time. 

Dennis Bice 
CEO 
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MARIKA MCMAHON - CHAIR 
O'FARRELL, ROBERTSON MCMAHON 

Why is Be.Bendigo important? 

Bendigo is one of the best places to live and work in Australia. With a 
rich history, it now needs to develop a vibrant and prosperous future in a 
demanding and changing the world. That can’t be done by government 
alone, it requires Bendigo businesses to come together to imagine a 
greater future and design how that can become a reality. 

What do I bring to Be.Bendigo? 

An insatiable appetite to see bendigo improve. For over 20 years I have 
been passionate about Bendigo developing upon its strengths, driving 
initiatives like the new hospital, improved Court facilities, decentralised 
ambulance stations, increased involvement of women in leadership, 
improved recruitment and retention of professionals in Bendigo. As a 
family lawyer and Director of O’Farrell, Robertson McMahon lawyers I 
see that Be.Bendigo can provide essential support for local business. 

ROBYN LINDSAY- DEPUTY CHAIR 
BENDIGO HEALTH 

Why is Be.Bendigo important? 

As a vibrant prosperous Bendigo is a healthy, happy Bendigo. We 
require a collaborative approach to ensure that Bendigo businesses 
thrive, one that considers education, health, technology,arts and small 
business as well as big industry. Together we will be able to make a 
much better impact. 

What do I bring to Be.Bendigo? 

From a business perspective I oversee a large portfolio in the 
public health sector involved in the employment of 
approximately 1500 staff and the management of significant assets. I 
have a clinical health industry background and have spent part of my 
career working in strategic and business planning and health systems 
management–driving improved performance for the health business 
sector. I am passionate about the interface between better business and 
better health and am proud of the contribution that Be.Bendigo is making 
to building the leadership capacity of the region. 

BOARD 
MEMBERS

DAMIEN TANGEY- BIRCHGROVE PROPERTY 

Why is Be.Bendigo important? 

Bendigo is one of the best places to live and work in Australia. With a 
rich history, it now needs to develop a vibrant and prosperous future in a 
demanding and changing the world. That can’t be done by government 
alone, it requires Bendigo businesses to come together to imagine a 
greater future and design how that can become a reality. 

What do I bring to Be.Bendigo? 

I am passionate about the inclusive growth and development of the 
Bendigo region and seek to bring a broad strategic perspective to 
Be.Bendigo. I have operated a local business Birchgrove Property for 
over 25 years and have worked extensively in the area of building new 
communities. I Chair the Gala Awards Committee and serve on the 
Advocacy Committee of Be.Bendigo to assist in communicating the 
needs of our members and region to the broader community and tiers of 
government. I also serve as the Immediate Past President of the Urban 
Development Institute of Australia (Vic), a Board Member of 
Remembrance Parks Central Victoria, a Member of the Loddon Mallee 
Regional Development Australia Committee and as College Council 
President of Bendigo Senior Secondary College, and newly appointed 
chair of Haven Home Safe.

DAMIEN PALMER- AFS & ASSOCIATES 

Why is Be.Bendigo important? 

Bendigo is such an enjoyable place to work and live. Our economy is 
diverse and successful, and the lifestyle that comes with  working, living 
and doing business in Bendigo is second to none. 
Be.Bendigo is an important part of this by being the voice and advocate 
for Bendigo businesses, and by helping build and develop business-to-
business relationships, which in turn helps Bendigo businesses succeed. 
When Bendigo businesses succeed, all of Bendigo benefits, and this 
great city becomes even greater and more liveable. 

What do I bring to Be.Bendigo? 

I’m lucky to be the accountant and advisor for many Bendigo businesses, 
and in that role, I gain a valuable insight into what’s on their mind, good 
and bad. I bring this broad-based business insight to Be.Bendigo, which 
enables me to make a valuable strategic contribution to 
Be.Bendigo and support our members. 

BOARD 
MEMBERS
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NICK CARTER - BENDIGO & ADELAIDE BANK 
Why is Be.Bendigo important? 

Be. Bendigo it’s key integrator and gateway for existing and new 
businesses and professionals in Bendigo and central Victoria. Through 
Be. Bendigo the business community can access a diverse range of 
resources, expertise, and B2B opportunity to partner with business and 
government to the mutual benefit of individual benefits, and broader the 
community and social benefit. Be.Bendigo is an advocacy body which 
looks to present a concise and well understood voice of the business 
community. 

What do I bring to Be.Bendigo? 

Growing up in business, in a small business with my parents, and 
subsequently with my sister has given me a great appreciation for the 
challenges, and opportunities in running a business. In addition, my 
professional role as Head of Consumer Banking at Bendigo and 
Adelaide Bank gives me a look at business from a different angle, 
particularly around the regulatory challenges that will impact our 
business community, and the power of communities working together 
via our partnership model Community Bank.

MITCH CAIRNS- BENDIGO & ADELAIDE BANK 
Why is Be.Bendigo important? 

Small, medium and large businesses, and the community alike, look to 
Be.Bendigo to be a guiding voice in providing Greater Bendigo the best 
chance to be one of the most successful and vibrant regional centers 
now, and in the years to come. Be.Bendigo provides a platform for 
businesses and individuals to connect with like-minded people within the 
community, it helps to develop the skills and capabilities of the leaders of 
the future, and it guides and assists in the growth of Greater Bendigo. 

What do I bring to Be.Bendigo? 

As a young professional within the Bendigo Community, I bring a 
different perspective and a young voice to the Be.Bendigo Board. 
Working for Bendigo and Adelaide Bank allows me to impart the 
knowledge and expertise of one of the largest employers in Bendigo 
onto the community, business, and Board alike. 

BOARD 
MEMBERS
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HAYLET TIBBETT – INDULGE CHOCOLATES 
Why is Be.Bendigo important? 

Be.Bendigo is valuable to all business from small to large. Providing the 
opportunity to work together, share information and resources. 
To be united on issues affecting us all and working as one to advocate 
for the betterment of Bendigo. A strong, united community supporting 
smart growth of our city. 

What do I bring to Be.Bendigo? 

I bring the unique perspective of a small business owner with ten 
years’ experience in retail and hospitality; managing staff, 
manufacturing, and maintaining strong commercial relationships.  
My background includes fitness, hospitality, and administration. 
My commitment is to ensure that Bendigo and our region fulfill our 
potential to be a leading force in business in Australia. 

EVE RITCHENS – AFS & ASSOCIATES ACCOUNTANTS 
Why is Be.Bendigo important? 

Be.Bendigo plays an important role in the business community by 
providing a voice for businesses and organisations of all sizes, 
connecting private and public. As one of Victoria’s largest regional hubs, 
Be.Bendigo works with local, state and federal authorities to ensure 
Bendigo is the best placed for business and will continue to guide this 
with the growth of our city. Be.Bendigo is a crucial element in all facets 
of business for our community. 

What do I bring to Be.Bendigo? 

As a committee member for the Bendigo Young Professionals 
Network I bring a new perspective to the board, representing 
tomorrow’s leaders. I am passional about Bendigo and the 
opportunities that living regionally presents for young professionals 
and believe that Be.Bendigo plays an important role in this. Along with 
that I bring my background in marketing and strategic communications 
to the board for B2B relationships. 

BOARD 
MEMBERS
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STAFF  
MEMBERS

Wayne Tobin - Engagement Manager 

Sharon Good - Marketing & Communications Manager 

Petra McLoughlin - GROW Project Manager 

Zarli Drummond – Trainee Administration Officer 
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Chair: 
Marika McMahon 

Deputy Chair: 
Robyn Lindsay 

CEO 
Dennis Bice 

Advocacy:  
Marika McMahon 
Damien Palmer 
Robyn Lindsay 
Damien Tangey 

Engagement 
Manager 

Wayne Tobin 

Marketing & 
Communications 

Sharon Good 

Finance 
Damien Palmer 
Robyn Lindsay 

GROW Bendigo 
Project Manager 
Petra McLoughlin 

Trainee 
Administration 

Zahli Drummond 
Events, Partnerships 

& Memberships
 Nick Carter 

Mitchell Cairns 
Hayley Tibbett 

Young Professionals        
Network 

Eve Ritchens 
Sarah Crutch 

Business Excellence 
Awards 

Damien Tangey  
Hayley Tibbett Eve 

Richens 

GROW Bendigo 
Advisory Group 
Marika McMahon   

- Chair

BE.BENDIGO
STRUCTURE 
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*at 30 June 2020

36 EVENTS HOSTED* 

Partner Only 4 
Business After Five 11 
Bendigo Business Excellence Awards 2 
Bendigo Invention and Innovation Festival 1 
Rob Hunt Leadership Program 3 
Keynote Events 3 
Young Professionals Network 2 
Regional HR Network 1 
Webinars/Zoom Sessions 9 

Total 36 
*at 30 June 2020

MEMBER
SERVICES

229 MEMBERS* 44 PARTNERS* 273 TOTAL* 
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G E O M E T R Y  G L O B A L  I N C . P A G E 
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GROW BENDIGO
PROGRAM 

GROW (Growing Regional Opportunities for Work) Bendigo is a 
collaborative program that works with businesses across the 
Bendigo region to strengthen social and economic outcomes and 
increase job opportunities through strategic procurement and 
employment. 

Be.Bendigo is the backbone organisation charged with delivering 
the GROW Bendigo program in partnership with the Victorian State 
Government.  The GROW Bendigo program is funded by 
government for a three-year period. 

As a result of early program research and direct engagement 
undertaken across the region, the GROW Bendigo program was 
designed to achieve its social and economic objectives through 
focusing on: 

• A stronger regional economy
• An increase in the number of local people employed in

local jobs
• An increase in employment for key target communities

including young people, long-term unemployed,
Aboriginal people, migrants, people with a disability
and other people with barriers to employment in
Greater Bendigo

A key part of the program is encouraging businesses and 
organisations to review their inclusive employment processes to 
ascertain their current status and build plans for improvement in 
inclusivity. GROW Bendigo are the conduit and connector for 
businesses, educators, and providers in this area; introductions 
are made and educations sessions will continue to be rolled out 
through the program with the ultimate aim of pathways and 
employment opportunities being identified and filled.  

To date 31 local businesses have committed to the principles of 
GROW Bendigo and are working on completion of action plans to 
implement key outcomes and advocacy for the program. 

Another focus of the GROW program is creating the opportunities for 
businesses and organisations to work together through procurement 
activities. Signatories are encouraged through the action plan process 
to review their current procurement policies and identify opportunities 
where local and social procurement can be given priority. A major 
focus in 2020 has been the launch of the platform LOCALISED. This 
not only allows businesses to register on a local directory, but also 
allows  organisations to place their tenders on to increase reach into 
the supply base.  

All businesses and organisations are aware of the initial economic 
modelling that was conducted at the launch of the program, this 
identified that  a shift to from ‘non-local’ to 
‘local’ spend of just 10% would result in over $860M new money into 
the local economy and an estimated 2,850 new jobs. Our aim as a 
collective is to focus on results of this nature. 
For this reason, GROW Bendigo is focusing on opportunities to 
increase expenditure in the region, working with GROW Members to 
identify opportunities to move recurrent spend from non-local to local 
and social suppliers. Alongside working with the delivery of new major 
projects in the region including Bendigo TAFE, Gov Hub and Law 
courts. 
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LOCALISED
PROGRAM 

Localised builds digital communities for local businesses to 
promote their products, their people, and services. A local business 
discovery tool with features designed to help business owners buy 
from, sell to, partner with, and learn from each other. Supporting 
how businesses connect, upskill, and generate more local revenue. 
This is in line with the Be. Bendigo strategic priority of providing a 
centre for business and connecting businesses.  In this ever-
evolving online world, Localised is the platform that delivers this.  
Be.Bendigo funds the program which allows the business 
community to register for free.  

In Central Victoria, Be. Bendigo and Mount Alexander Shire 
Council partnerships have led an innovative way to connect 755 
local business owners to each other, to experts, to upskilling and to 
commercial opportunities. In 2020, we have begun a series of 
Local Business Discovery Meetups with great success. With 
averages of 98% of attendees discovering a business in their 
backyard they didn't know existed and 63% saying they will be 
making contact with someone they met at the Meetup, the meetups 
are a powerful way to connect enterprising local business owners. 

2020 Meetups: 

23 July 2020 

24 September 2020 

30 October 2020 

26 November 2020 

17 December 2020 
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YOUNG PROFESSIONALS
NETWORK 

Established in 2004, the Young Professionals Network 
(YPN) provides a place for young professionals to 
connect, engage and develop with the aim to retain 
young professionals in our community.  

Over the last 12 months YPN has held a range of social 
events such as Friday night drinks as well as seminars 
and webinars. These include:  

Webinar – First home buyer info night. Co-hosted with 
YPN Partners McKean McGregor Real Estate plus a 
panel of local experts 

Webinar – Reducing waste in Bendigo with 
exchangeable coffee cups. Co-hosted with City of 
Greater Bendigo’s Zero Waste Team  

Seminar – Grow your money: Investing. Guest speaker 
Josh Sharp from Bendigo Bank held at the National 
Hotel.  

YPN enjoys welcoming new faces to events whether they 
have relocated to Bendigo for work, returned from moving 
away after high school or simply looking to make some 
new connections in the business community.  
We look forward to seeing you or young professionals 
within your organisation at one of our events soon.  

To connect with us email ypn@bebendigo.com.au or 
follow us on socials to stay up to date with our events 
@bendigoypn  
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BENDIGO REGIONAL
HR NETWORK 

The Bendigo Regional HR Network has existed in various 
forms over the years, with its origins in the Bendigo 
Manufacturing Group and the Australian Human 
Resources Institute (AHRI) Bendigo Network.  For some 
time, the two groups ran concurrently and it became 
evident that the purpose and needs of the groups were the 
same.  A decision was made to consolidate the groups 
and the result is the Bendigo Regional HR Network. 

The Bendigo Regional HR Network is convened by an 
Organising Committee whose dedicated and passionate 
members volunteer their time to plan and produce forums 
that benefit local people and workplaces.  There are more 
than 500 people on the Bendigo Regional HR Network 
distribution list from over 150 local businesses.  This has 
grown from a starting base of 150 people in 2013. 

The purpose of the Bendigo Regional HR Network is to 
provide a professional forum for those with an interest in 
people-related and workplace issues to – 

• network with like-minded people and develop valuable
industry connections

• learn from subject matter and industry experts who
share their knowledge, experiences and ideas in a
supported and safe environment –presenters provide
participants with real-life case studies and practical
insights into topical people-related matters affecting
local workplaces

• reflect on the issues raised in the forums and to share
what they know about the topic with others: How do the
issues raised in the presentation relate to their
workplaces?  How have these issues affected them and
their colleagues?  What solutions/strategies have they
put into place – or are planning to put into place – to
manage these issues?

• provide valuable and practical tools, resources and
ideas that can be taken away and applied in the
workplace

• create a sense of community and belonging,
particularly for those working on their own or in very
small workplaces who may feel isolated and alone at
times when managing people-related issues
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